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Abstract
Ethnographers often criticize broad theoretical models, such as the one offered by
General Systems Theory, as being insensitive to unique historical processes and events
that can dramatically affect decision-making at the local level. Using data drawn from
both a Greek and an Irish rural community, this work examines the validity of such
criticism and concludes that there is no necessary inconsistency between variable -level
theory and data, provided that the ethnography itself incorporates the appropriate kinds of
data.

Introduction
The title of this paper reflects a continuing problem for ethnographic research: how can
macro-level theories about social change help ethnographers to make broad er
comparative sense of the changes they observe and an alyzc at the micro-le vel? How, in
other words, can the ethnographer safely "study-up"? Using thre e factors that I have
found to be useful in the local-level analysis of change, I will compare and contrast two
European farming groups in order to show how World Systems Theory (WST) (l) can
enrich our understanding of the changes that arc taking place within these groups.
Reciprocally, I wish also to demonstrate how local-level analysis of change,
accomplished in the manner suggested, can enrich our understanding of how macro-le vel
changes in economy and hegemon y of the sort suggested by WST arc actually interpret ed
and modified at the local level.
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Local-Level Change & World Systems Theory
Befor e initi ating this present work, I found myself skeptical of WST, not because of any
fundamental objections, such as the novelty of the approach within anthropology or its

ba-;ic inconsistency with existing anthropological theory and method, for there wa-; ample
literature linking WST with anthropology in those regard-; (cf. Hall and Cha-,c-Dunn
1993, 1994; Na.:;h 1981). Rather it wa-; because such a broad-ba.:;cd historical theory
covering thousand.:; of years of world economic and political change seemed hardly able
to contribute in any meaningful way to my further understanding of the micro-processes
of change that were taking place in the Greek and Irish groups that I studied. Nor did the
bulk of WST seem particularly interested in the kind of findings that my ethnographic
data were generating. On both accounts, the scale of the event-; being described seemed
entirely inappropriate, and the degree of complexity that wa-; exhibited at the local level
appeared to defy any kind of global general-process explanation. What I had failed to
a-; I had come to the point in my research where I was looking to
recognize wa-; that, j LL-;t
"study-up," so certain WST theorists had begun to sec the need to "study-down."
Consider the following by Frank and Gills (1995):

...the world system approach must be extended by research into the causality of the
cycles, both the economic and the hegemonic, and their mutual relations. In this regard
and even (lthey may not be causative, the intervention of climat ic, ecological, and
demographic change, and their relations with each other and in turn with social
stmctural ones have receivedfar less attention than they surely merit. This
problematique also invitesfitrther research into how local conditions interact with
systemic level impulses and stimuli. Spec(flcally, there should also befitrther research
into how local responses affect ascent and decline in the "inter -linked hegemonies"
hierarchy (40).
In a similar vein, Hall and Jones (1995) state that:

What we need here is not an overthrow or revolution, but a change in perspec tive.
World-5.ystemanalysts need to ...study how 5,ystem-wide processes and dyna mics shape
local processes and dynamics in transforming, sometimes transmuting, local class,
racial/ethnic, and gender relations. We need to devote special attention to how local
actors attempt, and sometimes
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succeed, in resisting, or at least turning to their own advantage, various global forces
(13).
In reading these calls for more local research, I realized that my low-l evel, pragmatic
approach to understanding local social change, what I called production -oriented
ethnography, had the potential to link more strongly their research goals with my own,
and that what I had been doing at the local level was, in fact, a form of WST analysis.
What follows is an exploratory attempt to demonstra te that linkag e through the
comparison of two European fanning groups.

Production-Oriented Ethnography
Elsewhere, I have stated that any reasonable analysis of the changes taking place within
small fanning populations should be based upon a data-collection approach that I have
called production-oriented ethnography (Shutes 1994). The approach involves three
factors that can be summarized as follows:
(1) It must incorporate a history of the various forms of capital accumulation introduced
into the local rural community, and a careful documentation of the changes in production,
and subsequent changes in social relations, that such introductions produced. Given the
diverse and differentiated nature of this process, it is quite likely that any local group will
exhibit a mixture of production strategics at any given point in time, governed by various
forms of capital accumulation, and not simply exhibit a single "modern" or "peasant"
strategy (cf. Brcathnach and Cawley 1986; Curtin 1986; Curtin and Wilson 1989; Gibbon
1973; Goodman and Rcdclift 1982; Hannan 1982; Long ct al. 1986; Mouzelis 1978;
Popkin 1979; Shutes 1991,1993; Weintraub and Shapira 1975).
(2) The core of the historical analysis must be "strategic", that is, it must focus upon the
active role that farmers play in making production decisions, and the economic, political
and ecological factors that shape such decisions through time (Shutes 1994: 340).
(3) Finally, given the mix of production strategics, it is also likely that the existing social
relations will reflect such a mix of strategics, an on-going "rules negotiation", if you
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will. The approach must allow the investigator to identify the appropriate social rules that
govern production decisions at any point in time, and the conditions under which such
rules arc "negotiable" (Ibid.: 341). These three factors were utilized in the comparisons
that follow.

Farm Group Comparison
The groups in question arc located at the geographic ends of the European Union (EU) in
Southw estern Ireland and the North ern Pcloponncsos in Greece, resp ectively. In many
respects they arc very much alike. Each shares a common set of market constraints and an
emerging, though certainly no t finalized, common polity within the EU. Their histori es
over the pa-;t one hundred years also reflect a common transition from mixed fanning
production, with a significant subsistence component (cows, cattle and roots crops for the
Irish group and wheat, grapes and olives for the Greek group) to commodity production
for the national and international marke tplace. And, for each, that transition ha-; been
sporadic and unpredictable, a-; various forms of capital accumulation impacted upon local
production plans. Farm ers within each locale have had to adjust their production

strategies to these new introductions and come to terms with the inevitable value conflicts
and upheavals in social relationships that such adjustments entail. And certainly both
groups belong to countries that arc political and economic marginals within the EU itself.
But there are also some significant differences between the two populations that have
resulted from this change to commodity production.
(l) Monocropping Versus Multicropping
The prevailing environmental conditions in Southwestern Ireland gave the farm ers in th e
Irish group only a single option for the marketplace: milk production. This ha-; resulted in
the virtual abandonment of the other productive activities of their former mixed fanning
pattern in favor of dairying. The farmers of the Greek group, on the other hand, were
forced to expand their inventory of mixed fanning products to include a wide array of
other fresh fruits and vegetables in order to accommodate the shift to commodity
production for the marketplace.
(2) Disconnected Versus Connected Labor Orientation
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To be profitable, the Irish dairy farmers have had to eliminate hired or barter ed labor , and
depend solely upon the full-time labor of the fanning family, support ed by individuallyowned specialized dairying technology. The Irish farmers, therefore, whose former
production strategy strongly tied households to each other in terms of labor dependency ,
have now become more disconnected and isolated. The Greek farmers, on the other hand,
whose former strategy rewarded more disconnected and familistic behaviors, have had to
incrca.:;etheir local labor dependencies in order to accommodate the incrca.:;cd variety of
crop production that makes their commodity production profitable, and, henc e arc finding
the1rnclvcs more connected and interdependent at the local level.
(3) Specialized V crsus Generalized Ca pital Expenditure
The Irish farmers must now invest heavily in specialized labor-saving dairying equipment
in order to remain competitive, and cannot, at present, afford any change in strategy that
would demand an incrca.:;cin capital expenditure. The Greek farm households, in
contra.:;t,have had to be extremely flexible in their use of technology in order to be able
to accommodate an incrca.:;ingvariety of crops, and so have not invested heavily in any
one set of specialized production technologies .
(4) Underutilization Versus Ovcrutilization of Land

The move to specialized dairying for the Irish farmers ha..,increa..,edthe competition
among local producers for good grazing and silage land, but land which ha..,no value for
dairying remains underutilized. The farmers arc, therefore, amenable to alternative uses
of this land for tourist amenities, housing, and light industries, since they can gain
through the sale of land to enterprises that do not compete with their dairying enterprises.
The Greek farmers, on the other hand, need every available bit of land to accommodat e
their multiple commodity strategy, and find themselves, therefore in direct competition
with other kinds of enterprises. Further, the pressure to ovcrutilizc existing land resources
places a severe burden on the local ecology, particularly upon available water resources.
(5) lnternational Versus Local/Regional Markets

A..,far a..,the farmers in the Irish group arc concerned, the broad and highly regulated
pricing system of the EU's international market best suits their ability to market their milk
at
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a profit, since no local, regional or Ireland-wide market could ever sustain even the
present productive capacity of dairying populations such a..,theirs. For the Gre ek farmers,
the expanding local and regional markets for highly perishable fresh fruit and vegetables
can often prove more profitable than bulk sales of such commodities via the EU. This is
particularly true when the EU subsidizes certain varieties of produce that do not grow
well under local conditions, or where the produce reflect.., local/regional ta..,tcsonly. The
farmers in the Greek group, therefore arc wary of the highly regulated pricing systems
and internationally standardized markets of the EU, and arc more concerned about
developing stronger local and regional markets for their produce.
(6) Federation Versus lnter-Government Political Views
A..,might be surmised from the above, the farmers in the Irish group more often favor
continued political integration of the EU nations leading eventually to one federation of
European states, since this will provide them with the kind of strong central control of the
market that they find desirable. The Greek farmers, on the other hand, more often favor
an extended period of economic integration with power remaining in the hands of
individual member-s tates acting through inter-governmental councils. This approach is
more consistent with their concerns that they have greater freedom to explore and exploit
local and regional markets with less central control over their production decisions.
Rules Negotiations
Given the above informa tion, it is possible to conceptualize the Irish farmers as movin g
away from a set of social rules that I have labeled Paroch ial toward s one that I have

labeled Cosmopolitan, whereas the farmers of the Greek group arc moving in the
opposite direction: from Cosmopolitan to Parochial social rules.
By Parochial rules I mean social constraints that lead individuals to define their role a-; a
fanncr/produccr primarily in tcnns of local standards. Such standards arc typically
couched in terms of moral and ethical ideals concerning the manner in which a "good
person" should behave towards fellow locals. Parochial rules tend to predominate in
populations where farmers arc strongly dependent upon each others' labor and a.:;sistancc
in order to accomplish
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their own production goals.
By Cosmopolitan rules I mean social constraints that lead individuals to define their rol e
a-; a fanncr/produccr primarily in terms of external standards. These standards arc
typically couched in terms of the practical realities of being a "good farmer" and the ne ed
to insure the success of one's own enterprise. Cosmopolitan rule s tend to predominate
where no such labor dependency exists a-; a prerequisite for successful individual
production.
When I say, therefore, that the Irish farmers arc moving away from Parochial and
towards Cosmopolitan rules, I mean the conditions arc such that, when confronted with a
decision about a change in production strategy, they will, whenever possible, choose a
strategy that dccrca-;cs their dependence upon other locals and justi fy their decision by
reference to external standards for the "good farmer". Conversely for the Greek group,
the conditions arc such that, when farmers arc confronted with a decision about a change
in production strategy, they will, whenever possible, choose a strategy that enhances their
interdependenc e with other group members and justify their decision b y reference to local
standards for the "good person".
Additionally, it is clear that, althou gh one set of rules may predominate at any given point
in time, the possibility for value conflict to disrupt the process of production decisions is
always present . Some production decisions arc governed by old standards and others by
new er ones. Some arc the resul t of crea tive compromise or invention, given a choice
between difficult alternatives. In any event, an awareness of the factors that can influ ence
a farmers' choices about what and how to produce can provide valuable insight into these
potentiall y complex local-le vel proc esse s. Two examples of fanning decisions drawn
from my fieldwork in Ireland and Greece , respectively, may prov e useful at this junctur e.

Case #1 Tomatoes Versus Oran~es: Greece

Two farmers, each of whom own small holdings totaling approximately fifteen strem ata
(slightly more than three acres), happen to have their single best fields of approximately
one-half acre contiguous to each other. Their other holdings arc scattered throughout the
area and located on predominantly hilly and dry soil suitable only for olive cultivation.
Each depends upon this larger field, therefore, as a source of stronger ca<;hproduction,
and each farmer had initially planted a variety of oranges that were subsidized by the
European Union (EU) in order to minimize the risk. But the subsidized varieties did not
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grow well in Greece and demanded more and more investment in fertilizer and irrigation
in order to maintain a stable crop production. Many orange growers with larger holdings
had already shifted their production to other non-subsidized varieties of fruit and relied
upon brokers to market their produce outside of the EU. This option wa<;also available to
these two farmers, but their production scale wa<;so small that they could not risk th e
highly variable yearly price that they might receive from outside brokers.
Both fields are suitable for growing tomatoes, zucchini and other fresh produce for the
burgeoning local markets in nearby towns and in Athens, some 60 miles to the north ea<;t,
but the yield from either field alone would not justify the cost of inten sified and timely
labor that such strategies demand. They d ccided to merge their two fields and to mutually
share the labor and cost<;of vegetabl e and tomato production and mark eting. They broke
even during the first year of operation, but now earn more income from their combined
activities than either would have earned from their separate production of the ill-growing
subsidized oranges, and each is now more empower ed in terms of their dealings with
large and small food markets. Their families, however, who have inheritance rights in the
fields, are worried about how this land can be fairly transmitted in the future, and there is
always som e grumbling about the amount of labor that one family invests versus the
other. The farmers themselves, however, say that these arc all things that will work
the1rnelvcs out, and that, after all, what can they do? They must look to more modern
means to market crops or their families will have nothing to inherit at all.
Case #2 The Mechanical Calf-Feeder: Ireland
A farmer with a large holding (110 acres) and eighty head of thoroughbr ed FresianHol<;tcinmilkin g cows wa<;an active supporter of Ireland's entry into the EU in 1974, and
ha<;been instrumental in convincing many of his smaller farm neighbors to invest in mor e
mechanized equipment and to specialize in milk production since that time. In the early
1980s, he becam e convinced that the EU would soon impose quota<;on milk-produc tion,
which would do severe harm to his small farm neighbors, since it had taken them more
time and debt to upgrade the size of their herds j ust to their present level<;, and any
reduction in what they could sell to the marke t would place many of them into a situation
of pennan ent debt. His own enterpris e, because of its size and his early investment in

equipment, wa-; far less likely to suffer a-. markedly from such quota-., but he wa-. greatly
disturbed about the growing loss of control over their enterprises that he and his
neighbors were suffering, and because he wa-., he felt, responsible for leading many of
them in that direction ..
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Prior to entry into the EU, local farmers adjusted to lower income in dairy sales by
keeping more of their calves for a year (one winter) and selling them to larger ea-.t ern
farms for final fattening and sale a-. beef Bad years in dairying would be balanced by
sale of yearling cattle and bad years of cattle sales could be turned into higher milk
production . Onl y when both failed at the same time, which wa-. rare, would the loss be
severe . But the bottom had fallen out of the world beef market since then, and calves now
had to be sold right after birth and at markedly lower prices in order for farmers to
maintain their capital investment in mechanized dairying.
The farmer in question here rea-.oned that if the local farmers could find a cheap way to
feed the calves and enhance their weight gain in a shorter period of tim e, they mi ght sell
them a-. "pre-fattened" and gain a market with the ea-.tern farm ers again, and hence, some
greater control over their production decisions. Artificial feed-. of th e sort used prior t o
the "bust" in the beef mark et were too expensive to be used for such fattening. Th e only
other thing that produced significant weight-gain in calves in a very short tim e wa-. milk
"straight from the cow", but this method involved separating the dairy herd, wa-. land and
labor-int ensive, and wa-. unpredictabl e in terms of individual results.

If, however, he could develop a low-cost device that would supply a large numb er of
calves a constant supply of whole, warm cows' milk, diverted from the creamery right
after milkin g, then he could keep both enterprises separate and within minimal labor and
land requir ements. When the quota "crunch" came, therefore, a-. he wa-. certain it would,
farmers could initially divert the surplus part of their milk supply to the fattening of
calves and, through the sale of those at increa-.ed weight, gain back their initial losses in
milk producti on. And they could expand or contract either enterprise according to
shiftin g mark et condition s. Control would be regained.
He spent three years of his own time and money developing the calf-feeding device. He
acquired the part-time services of an underemployed engineer and an unemployed
machinist, made them partners in the enterpr ise. When the device wa-. perfected, he spent
another year offer ing it to farmers from around the country on a free-trial basis in order to
garner data about its effectiveness in producing short-term weight gain . To date, he ha-;
sold hundr ed-. of the machines, many, at cost, to his own farm neighbors, and may have
to go out of fanning altogether just to manage the enterprise in the future. But when you
a-.k him about thi s particular success, he will say that the best thin g about all of it is that
he again ha-. the respect and admi ration of his ne ighbors.
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In both ca<;es,there is clear evidence of the shifts from one set of rules to another in the
manner in which I have suggested for each, although Ca'le #2 also indicat es that reversal
of such rules is also possible, since identification of the problem and the solution sought
for it clearly indicate the strategy of a "good farmer," but at lea'lt part of the motivation
for carrying out the invention of the calf-feeding device came from the stated desire to be
viewed a<;a "good man" once again. Both decisions were motivated by a common set of
external economic policies of the EU, but in neither ca<;edid the farmers behave in the
manner in which the policy wa'l designed.
Discussion
In light of the above, I believe that it is not unreasonable to suggest a strong "goodnessof-fit" between my local-level, pragmatic approach to change and the broader claims of
WST. Let me review briefly some of their shared aspects.
(l) Active Versus Passive -- My approach views individuals as active participant<;in their
lives and production strategies. Crucial shared values, which give substance and meaning
to farmer's decisions, are not viewed a<;monolithic determiners of production activity, but
rather as the very stuff which is negotiated as various new kinds of capital accumulation
infringe upon existing ones.
(2) System Interaction -- My approach views the members of fanning groups a<;
participants in a continuous series of political and economic systems that regularly
challenge their existing notions of shared meaning, and that there has never been a time
over the past few hundred years (the limits of my study) where this has not been the case.
There have been periods where options for new forms of capital accumulation have been
severely restricted, but this cannot be interpreted as evidenc e for th e existence of some
timeless period of "pre-modern" peasantry where only one form of production was
possible.
(3) Inter-Linked Hegemonies -- Both the Greek and the Irish groups herein discuss ed
share a very similar set of historical experiences. Both have moved in a relatively short
time from colonial dominance by a foreign power/powers, through a late-developing
nationalism, and into a mul ti-state political and economic union. Each of thes e
experiences has introduced significant changes in production and concomitant social
change within both groups, and,
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although this may be stating the obvious, changes in the balance of world hegemony can
be readily referenced to explain each of these periods in their histories.
(4) Hegemonic Transitions --The introduction of new forms of capital accumulation into
the two local farming groups has not been met by simple acceptance or rejection,
regardless of the source of these new forms. Rather, they are evaluated in terms oflocal
advantage and benefit and modified according to locally-negotiated social rules. The
actual intent of the policy introduced by some larger hegemonic entity, therefore, is
almost never realized as planned, for although the majority of the local groups may
eventually incorporate the new strategy/strategics in some fashion, they will always keep
their options open.
Nowhere is this "policy frustration" more clear than in an examination of the changes that
have resulted from both groups' participation within the EU. As we have seen, a common
agricultural policy has produced diametrically opposed political and economic views of
the policy (and the EU itself) at the local level, and any change in existing policy, minor
or major, could result in further changes in direction and views by either or both groups.
Nor do I believe that it is accidental that these kinds of "local interpretation s" arc so
strongly prevalent within two groups which are both on the periphery of the EU
hegemony and marginalized players in the overall agricultural plan. It would seem
obvious that, by their very position, such groups can eventually make or break an
hegemony, as they pursue their own interests on the boundaries of competin g hegemonic
interests, and may even, at certain times, produce such power structures themselves,
given their keen abilities to successfully negotiate various forms of capital accumulation.
The implications of these local processes cannot be lost upon world system theorists and
their concern for the ascent and decline of competing and inter-link ed hegemonies.
Indeed, this may be the most important role that such local-l evel ethnographic studies can
perform within the framework of WST.
Conclusion

This paper has attempted to demonstrate that their exists a very good fit betw een a mod el
for rural social change that I developed out of immediate and practical concerns for
understanding the strategics of rural producers in two locations and WST. It is frequently
the case that those who exhibit an acute interest in ethnography are often chary about the
use of broad-based theories to explain the incredible richness and diversity of the human
behavior
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that they encounter in their work. No such theory seems capable of doing explanatory
j ustice to the complexities that they observe locally, and they are far mor e comfortable
with the kind of low-level, pragmatic explanations that hover only slightl y above the

actual decisions made by locals in carrying out their producti ve lives . This ha..,been the
ca..,c for my work on rural decision-making. The value ofWST, a..,I hav e disc overe d in
this particular project, is that all of my ethnographic objections to it arc met and
incorporated. Not only can I retain my obscrvation-ba..,cd convictions that human beings
everywhere arc dynamic and active participants in the changing world that they
encounter, but I can also safely "study-up" within the framework of a general theory that
seems to embrace a similar set of methodological a..,sumptions and theor etical
convictions, and that also recognizes its own need to "study-down." Certainly there arc
other a..,pccts of local life that play a role in these processes besides production , such a..,
gender, ethnicity, migration, and the introduction of new kinds of consumer goods, but a..,
long a..,they share a common flexible set of methodological and theoretical a..,sumptions
of the sort I have identified for production decisions, both ethnographic anal ysis and
WST will only benefit through their mutual a...sociation.
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Note
(1) This present inquiry is based upon the writings of Chase-Dunn and Hall (1991, 1992,
1993, 1994), that of Frank and Gills (1992,1993,1995), Hall and Chase-Dunn
(1993,1994 ), and ofWallerstein (1974,1980,1984,1989,1991), and accepts as valid the
criticism offere d by Frank and Gills (1995) and Hall and Jones (1995) that Wallerstein's
version of World System Theory is, perhaps, too narrow ly conceived and Euro-centric in
orientati on. World system researc h is, of course, a rapidly expanding and dyn amic area,
and t he references cited above are only given as a genera l guide to the approach taken in

this particular work. For a complete review of the relevant world system literature, sec
Hall and Jones (1995).
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